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The Selectmen charge themselves with orders drawn
on the Treasurer amounting to..........e.06 $4.784 di
Received of State Treas’r,30th div. Lit. Fund, $184 24
g
“Railroad me A spac 70 20
*¢
the town of Salisbury for the at eS of
PAUPSRBS hese
Aarti E. Soke 1 00
*¢
the town of Weare for the support of
PNer ates res Ce STP oe 12 91
“Geo. L. Kimball, Liq’r Ag’t for 1856, 50 00
a7
ths, 1). Erunitoon;** §§
OPI
es METIS OP
$6

for 44x apateds ioe, te eee ee

1 50

“¢

for old bridge plank, Saat. P72]
ES 2

1 25

“
for use of Town Hall,.
Par « “400
Cash hired of Isaac D. Merrill, RR
lt ae ee 200 00

‘Geo. W. Currier, ;
A AIR
6c

arc 200 00

“Geb. Hlahders eee
POUT oe.100 00

Be

et? VP Flanders, li ie

ee . 50 00— 928 10

.
Accounted for as follows :

$5.712 61

Paid School Districts :

Dist. No.1 Aiel 66
a
88 02
Bosh
4 BO
4,... 8476
5,... 4956
OS
SG
Ot
T,... 9356
Br 71 56
9,...
64 96
0,... 180 46
1,... 95-76: :

Dist. No. 12,... $52 86
AONE
ES PRI LD NSTA BG
AC,»
HOUTA, »2 60 56
66 HO 6OOT BY’, 3770 46
6.6 66. 16,5 6 ooTT06
cE
TO: 0 98E 76
“«
«& 18,... 48 46
BRAC 62 1OOD OG
a6
57.6 70 20, 7 T8886
CEL
ERIM DEO e OBO
es
$1.758
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Teachers’ Institute.

Paid-S. S. Bean, County School Commissioner,......
ty

Support of Paupers.

Paid Rufus Sawyer, Agent of Pauper EstabHebimint, co 8 Bi Ol Sisk Boy asd $220 00
Phebe Bar ton, for support of H. Straw, 46 00
A. Rogers, professional services rendered
$6:MEG. Weriffonds s:iini.seinis
<i tem nkeioly

U. Greeley, for support of M. G. Wrif0 HARGGS 315. ati wileloin wie isan Ma dado stns

A. Frye, cash paid U. Greeley for M. G.

15 00

5 00

Weitere, c'. 3.«'tcsetll -febdtic t x-ahle le+ 15 00

R. P. Copps, cash paid U. Greeley for
MaGeg W riftords, 5.500.
v se Wie platens

4 00

Fellows & Huntoon, for articles furnished
Mr Ge Wriffords soe
sce ssce eonept

818
L. H. Chandler, for support of EH. M, Grey, 15 00
J. H. Emerson, for support of H. Emer_ son, as per obligation of 1856,.......

30 00

Cyrus Clark, in part for support of J.
CLARK foie sie tito J ale ce ieee peat 20 58
J 0 Frye, for cash paid for stove for Polly
Koypabahsi sis» o,5<.tie yee sete
sn esp 8 00
W. Clough, for wood furnished Polly KimDaWGGditiss
yb elomaue esc alee beunl he Ws
9 00
C. Taylor, for preparing same,......... -2 50
G. L. & F. A. Kimball, for articles fur- e
nished widow A. Burbank,Rgeenaseny 21od.

J. W. Wilson, for professional services

_rendered E. Burbank,.............A. Rogers, for professional services ren-

4 94

ar

8 80%.
“ek,

dered ‘Mrs. F. BR. Adten,icy.
... ss). 33} 10
Fellows & Huntoon, for articles furnished
Mrs. F. R. Allen,..... Le nae « 1
©. C. Tyler, for medical attendance on
MPG. a. ih vee scide vies othe 4b 14
©. C. Tyler, for medical attendance at
Pauper Establishment,.............
2
S. L. F. Simpson, for professional services rendered widow M. Heath,....... 19
J. Downing, for boarding and nursing
widow M. Heath,....... (sus Qt-ads 12

50 |
‘a?
05

47
25

00

00

5

:
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Paid G. W. Currier, for 3 cords wood furnished H: Emerson,. 5000) SMU NT oN
$12 00
D. Relation, preparing 81 cords wood for
H. ‘Himersonys sot SORE
ee OIE Te
3 88
K. Allen, for § cord wood for H. Emerson, 3 50

Geo. W. Currier, for cash paid L. E.
Drake for support of C. A. Dunbar, ..
Geo. W. Currier for cash paid town of

:

#°

6 38

|

Warner for assistance ren’d E. Choate, 23 15.
A. Frye, for assistance rendered paupers, 1 50
I. Story, for book furnished indigent scholars'in Dists/NG.“B40Y
GU. Pol
113
B. G. Howe, for books furnished indigent
children,.ssssessaerecies Cd evvess
L075"
|
:
$522 13
Roads and Bridges.
Paid E. J. Chase, for 1480 ft. plank and rePaine DMG kese Porata ik. cae care ese vs $17 76
T. Colby, Jr., for 1268 ft. stringers and
bridge plank, gato Bie hey a spearehpending odla 15 04
A.N. Dodge, for 11 days’ labor on bridge
near I. Story’ “Fe
or Pia Tadnee
11 00
Chase & Emerson, for 502 ft. plank,. .
5 52

M. 8. Chase, for 830 ft. plank,........

3 30

J. Burnham, for 231 ft. plank,........
A. G. Fuller, for 250 ft. plank, and 23

2 64

RMB LADION: fo 'enitd Cain cia eat Sas aie.e.0:
R. Fs Copps, for 6 days’ labor,..
<=
powder and fuse, sae
..
Ds hae! for repairing Rowell’s bridge,
R. P.. Copps, for 1 day repairing Rowthal the feepie eg RRA Ko Sg a
R. P. Copps, for lumber and bolts for
Trawell’s bridge,...
a5 .cesags00.
W. Adams, for 62 days’ labor anduse of
drills, on bridge near D. Bowers’,.
S. Tuttle, for repairing roads,.........
G. W. Currier, for cash paid T. Fagan for
TOPMILING "LOM Gira tle sic euie s tue de +=
G. W. Currier for 43 days’ labor on bridge,
H. Blanchard, for 34 days’ FS
M. Sanborn, for 2 days’
4,
"
C. C. Flanders, for 2 days’ *
ss
J. 8. Story, for 2 days’
+
+

4 50
OU
26
2 00
1 00
2 T4

6 75
5 83
50
475
3 50
2 00
2 00
2 00

6
Paid E. Hoyt, for repairing road,........ 0-8
J. W. Dodge, for repairing road,.......
Leonard Noyes, for repairing bridge,....
A. H. Davis, for 522 ft. lumber,.......
Albert Holmes,
for 2 days’ labor on road,
J. Richardson, for rep’g Buswell bridge,.

K. Tyler, for plank and labor rep’g bridge,

M. Richardson, for timber, plank and labor, rep’g causeway at great brook,...
H. Edmunds, for 6 days’ labor on road,
and sharpening drills,...........00-

C. T. Chapman. for 2 days’ labor on road,
J. G. M. Foss, for cutting bushes on highWEYL I'S’ Sishk eiet'g riatarehaMie We

aay

D. Richardson, for plank and rep’g bridge,

45
50
15
4 70
2 00
50

2 60
6 32

6 28
2 00
:
0

2 60

Breaking out Highways.
Paid Anson White, breaking out highways in
185 NP RRR PDH i UNE A
PURI SIC
$11
J. Campbell, break’g out highways in 1856, 12
C. B. Frazur,
&
1
S. Carlton,
dy
és
ns
13
A. Currier,

oF

ay

Re

A. H. Davis,
S. F. Holmes,

Re

4
¢5
ge
Oe
ean

RY
s

J. M. Milton,
‘C. D. Rand,

rt
dg

J. H. Emerson,
T. S. Clough,

“
a

E. Hoyt,
J. Page,
W. Perry,
J. H. Dodge,
HK. Loverin,
T. Kimball,
R. P. Copps,
J. W. Dodge,
M.' Habarbankye
S. Tuttle,
B. Sargent,

J
“
6
¥s
rs
¥
pS
+s
$s
$6
sé

W, Clough,
G. Tucker,
I. Dolby,

ae
i
“

ag
ve

4s
<

80
05
30
21

10 00

5 40
9 60

2 95
410
7 58.
1855. ° 2 70

Pegs
teas 2
“in 1856,
7 05
c
« ” 10 40
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ee
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a

3
13
2
16
1
18
9
8
6
7
14

70
90
60
20
50
23
80
10
00
14
45

$128 29

7
Paid I. Rowell, break’g out highways iin 1856, $2 it
J.J ohnson,
“6
I. Emerson,

$f

L. Story,
J. Downing,

"
*

J. Richardson,
R. K. Chase,
M. 8. Chase,

*
$s
i
“
£S
“
“

C. T. Chapman,
E. French,
J. Brown, Jr.,
M. Richardson,
M. Hoyt, 2d,
F. P. Scott,
A. Crowell,
J. P. Nelson,
J. Morse,

ch

$6
ox
$
$f
$6
by
6
mi
ss
a¢
6
be
ee

a

a
‘4
¢¢
%

sf
és
66
e¢
$¢
=
"
e
a
2
f
So
86
ae
I. Rowell, for snowing Rowell’s bridge,
N. C. Chase,
Contoocook *

320

T
2
2
3
3
4
T
3
6
15
9

380
30
85
50
20
90
96
00
50
00
20
45
poten eh
15 31

5 00
5 00

$308 73
Tyler’s Bridge.
Paid 8. J. Burbank, for labor and use of tools,
H. Burbank, for 24 days’. labor,.......
C. C. Clark, "for 5 days’ IBROTs « » gis «0.53's
1: Emerson, for 1 days’ THDOM, osiees
acsss
B. Clark, for 14 days’ labor,..........

ayy Ferren, for 8 days’ labor,.........-

_ J. Carpenter, 6 days’ labor,...........

#9 00
25
500
100
1 50

8 00
6 00

C. Dustin, for 11 days’ labor,.........

11 00

C. Dustin for stone,.......... eas pets

2 25

M. Eastman, for labor and use of tools,..

9 85

M. Richardson, for 6 days’ labor,......
H. H. Dustin, for 6 days’ labor,.......

K.
C.
as
W.

Merrill, for 2 days’ labor,..........
Kimball, for 4 days’ labor,........Cte Eastman, for 14 days’ labor,.....+.
Clough, for 8 days’ Jabontyersce’evishe<-

C. Tyler, for 164 days’ labor,.........

6 00
6 00

2
4
14
8
16

00
00
00
00
50

C. Tyler, for board of M.. Eastman and
O.1Q... Clark, 3. «+ stenwigretele
ab dies elk 3.12
C. Tyler, for board of J. H. Kellan, . 1030

J. 8. Fisk, for 70 days’ labor,......... 7000

by

8
Paid J. S. Fisk, for use of wagon and iron
DAM
sats Ek oe ac tise Be etre ates $ 300
cM Whittier, for 684 dy’s lab’r, drags, &e., 73 00
R. P. Copps, for 28 days’ labor,....... 28 75

A. Hise, tor (days TR0DE,. : s\e's edieot 8 75
G. W. Currier, for 64 days’ labor,...... 8 18
A.J. Holmes, for lab’r, use of der’ck, &c.,
ye BA Holmes, for 163 perch of split stone,
J. H. Kellam, for 264 days’ labor,.....
A. Straw, for iron and steel, making and
LOPES WOON, ObGiss ta ais oh ts ooh
L. H. Tyler, for 4 days’ labor,. .... 60.
L. H. Tyler, for damage to land by haulWO UNC ria

we

ewes seem

75 75
62 70
35 00

41 66°
4 00

eo

A. Holmes, for 8 days’ labor, ayaa ae Sera
D. Reid,*for 4 days’ labor... ...62....6
G. Danforth, for 64% lbs. of dowells,....

8 00
1 00
38 88

J. Richardson, for 2 days’ labor,.......

2 00

W. Smith, for 41 perch of stone,....... 82 00
Gilmore & Corning, freight on same,.... 41 00
D. Richardson, for 2 days’ labor,....... 2 00
K. J. Chase, for 9 days’ labor,.........
9 00
A. H. Davis, for 2 days’ labor, and use of
COURS sit sos: ous unre puld a etme even ono ean ee

J. B. Morrill, for 74 days’ labor,.......
G. W. Smart, for 24 days’ labor,.......
A. N. Dodge, for 123'days’ labor,.

750
2 50

...

12 50

C. R, Tyler, for 23 days’ labor,........
J. 5. Story, stone and damage to the land
by getting out the same,............
G. L, & F. A.Kimball, for ‘powder, spikes,
nails, 1sy > a 0 Rishi a eae Omnt ee aie eae

2 50

S. H. Colby, for 14° days’ labor,.......

1 50
5 00

Fellows & Huntoon, for powder and fuse, 1 ts
tra oiel 62
Miscellaneous Expenses.
Paid A. Frye, for 2 days’ settling with Auditors, $2 “7
for 4 day revising checklists, » FLOP RA

for + day to Concord, to get Reports,..

62

for horse and wagon & Concord,.. 66...

50

Paid G. W. Currier, for 2 days’ settling with
Auditors, os rz ee

cx

8

QOD,

2 50

9
Paid for 2 days preparing Reports for the press,
and carrying the same to Concord to
be -prinitédy
i. Dawid eseorowh
26 Jaki oh$ 2 50
for horse and carriage to Concord, and
OXPCHBEBY soo: ov oo renereeleiers ans wagbOR 1 00
for 4 day correcting checklists, ........
62
Paid R. P Copps, for 3 days’ settling with Auditors, and preparing Report for the
PUCK) Gise ence weined bone dlsdee.
375
for 4 day correcting checklists,........ 68
Paid A. Frye, for cash paid Auditors,.......
T 50
for expenses of settlement,.......+4. .. 1100
for I. D. Merrill,.1 day set’g with Audit’s, 1 25
Paid G. Piper, for repairing grave yard fence,
50
I. Emerson, for 1 day’s labor repairing
cellar-wall-at pauper farm,..........
1 50
C. Gould, for services as 8. 8. Committee,
meter LS5G. See as ste craaat oltitans 3 sms

200

J. Colby, for repairing grave yard fence,.

70

J. Stanwood, interest on Lerned Female

Charity fund, Pre ae te
ee 25 00
D. Flanders, for care of town SPAR and
for wood,. Jel Hulk m0. Doula, axa, sok
4 00
J. M. Burnham, for notifying town offic’s, 7 00
H. Edmunds, for collecting pauper bills vs.
CO Wilks Om VV.OATOy nica wd Diese ob

oo.» wx

R. P. Copps, for horse and wagon to Hillsboro’, Concord, and.to Henniker twice,
R. P. Copps, cash p’d for measur’g stone,
Paid G. W. Currier, for horse and carriage to

Concord, 6 times and expenses,......
for packing State muskets, and removing
the same to depot at Contoocook,.....
for horse and wagon to Henniker:: ee aiere
for-preparing notices on petition of A.
-Crowell and others, and serving same,
| for recording papers relating to Union
School District No. vol:SaGin
toe a
for cash paid freight on State Sian oe

Paid J. Stanwood, for notifying jurymen,..

91

2.00
25 ©

484
15
60

1 00

1 00
1 54
9 00

for recording marriages. Pee).oe
78
for cash paid for ruling town clerk’s book, 1 25

Paid A. Frye, for horse and carriage to Warner,

Concord,

SC.5.

*eeeseeeeeereveeee

2

T5

10
Paid for cash paid J. W. Sargent, for injury to
self and horses by defect in highway, $30 00
for cash p’d for printing Reports for 1856, 33 00
for cash paid George & Foster for profesSLONBURELVICCH,» sisis ois weidbvece,se'niclediyasess 60 82
Paid 8. W. Chase, for repai’g grave yard fence, 1 45
D.
Sanborn, for copying School Re-

port, and making return to Secretary
OL SUD LOL ACR «,«Winnie.
ele rine ae 3 00
C. 8. Lerned, for storage of hearse,..
1 50
D. Flanders, for rep’ng grave yard fence,
50
for 16 panes of glass, and setting same in
towOGhousay son

Ais ice eae d Wiad w

I. Story, for making return of School Report to Sec. of State and town elerk,..

1 92

3 00

|
$237 57

School House

Taz.

Paid school house tax, District No. 10,.........00+.-$0T 38
Abatement of Taxes.

Paid Ira Dimond, for taxes abated on his list

for D5... a elo awk ycumteloet
ct ses 11 02
Tra A. Putney, for taxes abated on his list
FOr LRG. suse aompin ace <0 Ctminanes SRD
5 25
Tra A. Putney, for taxes abated on his list
for RGSD,. jaded ra
EE wt Oran ahi 38 02
I A. Putney, for school house tax abated,
91
Isaac Merrill, for abatement of tax,.....
1 58
Oliver Colby, for abatement of tax,.....
1 38
Seth Webber, for abatement of tax,.....
F. Spofford, for abatement of tax,....%.

2 64
66

$61 46

Non-Resident Highway Taz.
Paid in labor, |). airate Dt

ie ee ati algks hoe aces tae $23 06

Town Debts Paid.
Paid G. W. Currier, cash paid for principal
and interest on D. Straw’s note,.... $423 60

J. Burnham, interest on his notes,...... 95 22

$518 82

11
Stationery and Postage.

Paid A. Frye, cash paid for stationery,...... $1 20
G. W. Currier, cash paid for blanks, invoice books and tax book,...........

G. W. Currier, cash paid for stationery

1 86

and. (Postage. eos 5s Temes sts
Yh he
R. P. Copps, cash paid for stationery and |
PORSA ES: SBS
ee eh ee sath ade
29
J. Stanwood, for postage,..........05.
18

$4 65

Town Officers.
Paid J. Stanwood, services as clerk,........
I. D. Merrill,
ts
Treasurer,....
Ira A. Putney,
“,
collector,.....
I. Story,
3
8. S. Comit’e,.
C. Gould,
if
m
B. G. Howe,
&
G. L. Kimball,‘
Liquor Agent,.
8S. D. Huntoon, “
“

$18
18
40
28
27
11
50
45

00.
00
00
00
00
25
00
00

$237 25

Paid Amos Frye, services as Selectman:
March. To 1-2 day making return of polls, and
making appointments,.........+..
1 day at Tyler’s bridge and Contoo-

62

COOK Ves sic voie bly opasie stitia'’. wrecwantce « 1 25

1 day making appointments,........
April. To 1-2 day at jury meeting,....... sare
1-2 day preparing invoice book,.....
6 days’ taking inventory,..........
1 day regulating invoice,..........
1 day on surveyors’ warrants,......
1 day distributing same,...........
May. To 1-2 day on town business,........
July. To 1-2 day dividing school money,....
1-2 day at jury meeting,...........
Aug. To 1 day settling with J. W. Sargent,.
1 day on town business,..........Sept. To 1-2 day on town business,........
1-2 day on road business,..........
1-2 day at Tyler’s bridge,.........
1-2 day at school district No. 15,...
1-2 day at school district No. 15,...

1 25
63
62
7 50
J 25
1 25
1 25
62
68
63
1 20
1 25
62
63
62
63
62

12
Sept. To 1 day at hearing school dist. No. 15, $1 25

1 day at jury meeting and other busiNOBS)- 21s. Ad spareierh ¥ oli omtelay Call d's « 1 25
sf day at Tyler's DMidae,. sence dens s 1 25
Oct. To 1-2 day at Tyler’s bridge,........,
62
Nov. To 1-2 day at Tyler’s bridge,........
63
1 day at Contoocookville,,.........
1 25 .
1-2 day at school district No. 15,...
62
1 day at Warner, pauper case,...... 1 25
Dec. To 1 day on town business,..........
1 25
1-2 day at jury meeting,..........
62
1 day on town business,...........
1 25
Jan. 1858. To 1-2 day at Contoocookville,. ..
62
1-2 day at jury meeting,...........
63
1-2 day at school district No. 15,...
62
1 2 day at school district No. 15,...
62
Feb. To1-2d’y at Concord on town business,
68
1-2 day on checklists,....'........62
1-2 day posting same,.........e08.
62
1-2 day at pauper farm, appraising
DIODCLBY oainleinln
se 2s eel cha Goi bes
63
1-2 day at jury meeting,...........
62
1-2 day at Concord, settling with
George
“Hosters.
Cad
63
1 day preparing for settlement,.....
1 25
—
$43 10
Paid George W. Currier, services as Selectman:
March. To 1-2 day making return of polls, and
appointing 8. 8. Committee,.....
63
1 day at Tyler’s bridge and Contoocook, appointing Treasurer, and
bond ‘of samen

ro

Scie coe 2 Os

1 day appointing officers for school

1 25

district No. 4,14 and 15, and

making obligation for support of
PAUPOIs vt caistets
sMeigs «ce hess
1 day appointing sextons and preparING INVOICE VOOKS. . ses ofc vc 0 as
1 day hirmg Agent for pauper farm,
and appointing Liquor “Teor aand
making writings with same,......
April. To 1-2 day at jury meeting, and on pauper’ business,..........cseeees
‘6 days taking invoice,....sseeseeee

1 25
1 25
125

62
6 20

18
April. To 1-2 day appointing liquor agent at

May.

June.

Contoocookville, Pier ite ee $
2 days regulating invoice,........-1 day making highway taxes... ia om:
3 days filling out surveyors’ warrants,
appointing highway surveyors, and
making return of Railroad Tax,..
2 days making resident taxes, ......
1-2 day, making non-resident taxes,..
1 day copying taxes into Col’rs book,
1 day distributing surveyors’ war’ts,.
1-2 day appointing Collector, and
making agreement and bond,.
To 1-2 day on pauper case,.........
ruling town invoice book, and recording invoice for 1857, .....
:
making and ruling invoice book for
invoice in School Dist. No. 10,
To 1 day taking inyoice in Dist. No. "10,
1 day making 8. H. tax in Dis. No. 10,
and appointing officers for School
DastristiNoudhOs Guilin
val & o'3
1 day ruling invoice book and recordS. H. tax in Dist. No. 10,......
"1 day examining pauper case and making obligation for sup. of paupers,
1-2 day at Concord, on J. W. Sareéritis elaimylycsie

ddl po <8 xpi} -

July.

To 1 day dividing School money and
Makjhg ordérsysisieKl
sos. seine J
1 day on pauper case and at jury

Aug.
Sept.

To 1-2 day examining pauper case,.....
‘To 1-2 day settling bills,.............

meeting, ..... siellie V9 ola elepis) os

1-2 day at Tyler’s bridge, dens hae.

|

Sept.

2 days at hearing in Sch. Dist. No.
15, on petitions of A. Crowell
and others,..... U1. hal spon.
‘aK
1 day making out notice of dismissal
to an officer in School district No.
15, and at jury meeting,.......
To 4 day at Tyler’s bridge to examine
SAMNC)\ .:. item Nites ob pak ox

14
Oct.

Nov.

To 4 day at Concord, on bridge business,
% day settling bills, SEI EDT
1 day making contract for stone, pau‘per business, &e.,.
1 day at Concord, to contract forfreighting stone, ERE Be
GG bi
$ day examining Buswell’s bridge, ..
1 day at Concord, to engage A. J.
HObnGs) RTP ISBT Bae ee.
To1 day at Tyler’8 bridge, and at HenTHROES. POET, POUT, Ue
1 day settling bills, A WOURG,
ae. 6
4 day at hearing in School Dist. No.

dite «cubed ot DML OG A
% day at Concord, to get counsel,.
Dec.
To 1 day making school orders, settling
bulls Gong at, Ba.
a, Sus
3 day at Jury meeting,...........
1 day revising jury box, and settling
Biles. OE
ey TAA pollaucx »
$ day on pauper business,.........
Jan. 1857. To $day settling pauper bills, vs.

$62
63
1 25
1 25
63

1 25
1 25
1 25

62
63
1 25
63
125
62

the Town of Salisbury, ........
63
4 day at jury meeting and settling bills, 62
1 day, at hearing in School Dist. No. 15, 1 25
Feb.

4 day on pauper case, ............

63

Today at Concord, on claim of the
CountyofMerrimack vs. Hopkinton,

63

1 day making warrants for meeting m
Union

8. District No.

24, and

posting sameyl?
ws
ee. ee
+ day on pauper business,......

2 days making checklists & warrants,
2 day settling bills, posting warrants
and checklists, Bi

PAM

2 50

IR Ve.

1 25

farm, and making Report,......

1 25

1 day appraising property at pauper
Feb.

1 25
63

Toiday copying Report of Agent of
Pauper Farm, at Jury meeting, and
making writings with D. Woods,
for the building of Tyler’s bridge,
1 day settling with the Collector and
preparing for settlement,.......

1 25
1 25

16
Paid Rufus P. Copps, services as Selectman :
Mar.

To } day making return of polls, and PY;

April

pointing town officers,........-.
1 day at Tyler’s bridge and examining
and repairing same, and appointing
town Treasurer, ........+++++:
1 day appointing Sch, Dist. officers,...
1 day hirmg Ag’t for Pauper Farm
and appointing Liquor Agent,.
$ day preparing invoice book, ......
To 4 day at jury meeting, and on pauper
DUSTER ce woe eed

iin so,bose Sets

63
25
1 25.

1 25
62
62

5 days taking invoice,..........+s6 25
$day appointing Liquor Agent at
Contoocookville,.....- a
“4
63
2 days regulating invoice,.........
2 50
4 days making highway taxes, filling
out Surveyors’ warrants, and appointing highway surveyors,.....
5 00
2 days making taxes and copying the
same into the Collector’s book,.
2 50
1 day appointing Collector and making
writings with same,.....:..e00-

July
Sept.

1 day distributing Surveyors’ warrants,
1 day taking invoice in School District
No. 10,A
Miat baa -aatadic' eg
1 day making S. H. Tax for Dist. 10,
and appointing officers for Dist.
INOGRe piiata pln nien Ane he gate sh
1 day examining pauper cases and
making obligations for the Superintendent of paupers,...... mits
Tol day dividing School Money,......
$ day at Jury meeting,,..........05
To2 day settling bills,.............5.
2 day examining Tyler’ s bridge,.....
1 day on petition of A. Crowell and
others, and examining paegs at
cr PIMC
RAW ni6 stnoo OMe <chine
1 day at hearing in 8. Dist. No. 15,.
1 day making notices of dismissal to
an officer in School District No, 15,
and at Jury meeting,..........

1 25

1 25
1 25

O20
Lb 2D
1 25
63
63
62

1 25
1 25
1 25

7

16
Sept. To 4 day at Hillsboro’, on bridge business, $ 62
$ day at Tyler’s bridge to examine,...

Oct.
|

Nov.

1 day on bridge business,..........
To 2 day at Henniker, to purchase stone

GUA gare ares
ottgel elsian. oil
62
4 day at Warner, on bridge business,
63
® day settling? Does Nc ee mes np es
63
1 day making contract for stone and
on pauper business,............
1 25
% day at Henniker, to see about frieght
ON StONGS se. sc at vst othe a wits
62
1 day at Henniker, on bridge business,
1 25
% day to engage help for rubbling at
eeyIbI et OMUBS. torn’ 5 netics
sic+ae
63
To day at Henniker to accept stone,..
62 °
2 day on pauper cases... oie eee ewes,
63
4 day settlind’ bills, oan oF. « eco «+ ove
63
4 day at hearing in S. Dist. No. 15,.
62
1 day making School orders and set‘thine’ Ties eet tess
caps s+ oh 1a
% day at Concord, to see Holmesabout
SEONG, cree ee ee ence eee eenees

Dec.

To 1 day revising jury box and settling
1 Abate ahnhs miane nll: velpetmati
Jan. 1858. To4 day settling’ bills,..........
2 dave TOCOYUINY DINISs. . « s,0 Gee * sate
% day at jury meeting and settling bills,
1 day at hearing in S. Dist. No. 15,
on petition of D. Smart and others,
$ day on pauper business,......... ‘
Feb.
To 1 day on notices for meeting in Union
Sch. Dist. No. 24, and making obligations for the support of pauper,
2 days making checklists and warrants,
1 day posting’ checklists and warrants
and settling bills...
5.6... eee
1 day at Poor Farm, appraising prop~
erty, and making Report,.......
1 day copying Report of Ag’t of pauper farm, and at jury meeting,
and making writings with D. Woods
for building Tyler’s bridge,......
1 day settling with the Collector, &.,
e

63

1 25

“62

1 25
63
2 50
638
1 25
62

1 25
2 50
1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

— $64 39

17
Treasurer’s Receipts.
My Tleceipta, i wide Doves sa

Thee

a

LORID.

$928 10

$5.712 61

RECAPITULATION.
Paid;School districts, «i. 4..<stiee
ow 's $1.758 16
Teachers’ Institute, 0... ces eecee
238 60
ALEDETS ce ieret safes ste wean.ss
522 13

Roads and bridges,...........000Breaking out Highways, ..........
Tyler’s’ bridges. “ouziie Oe’. See
i
Miscellaneous expenses,..........-

128
808
T21
237

29
73
62
5T

pci Hdlise: {axe svete
eeu ete. |
Abatement of taxes,........05.506

dT 88
61 46

TADOT h: fer ets Ca ae
Peas 4 i
POWN GCs, tere eee esaaes e

23 06
O18 82

Non-Resident highway tax, paid by
Stationery and postage,...........

4 65

PY OiCOta. ss asta s Eioarite gswhaass
Cusk into the Treasury,.... 35/0320:

419 04
928 10

$5.712 61
AMOS FRYE,
GEORGE W. CURRIER,
RUFUS P. COPPS,
Hopkinton, Feb. 27, 1858.

SELECTMENS’

REPORT OF THE
LISHMENT.

Selectmen
of
Hopkinton.

PAUPER

ESTAB-

Property appraised on Pauper Farm:
feat pair oxen, 133; T cows, 245; 7 young cattle, 155, $513 00
16 sheep, 34; 2 hogs, 32; 2 shotes, 14,..........
80 00
10 tons Eng. hay, 120; 10 tons stock hay, 80,.....
200 00
60 bu. corn, 60; 10 bu. wheat, 15; 9 bu. rye, 9,...
8400

2 bu. corn meal, 2; 1 bush. rye meal, 1,..........
2

3 00

18
20 Ibs. flour .75 ; 15 Ibs. coffee, 1.87; 1 bag salt, .23,
6 galls. boiled cider, 8.00; 75 lbs. dried apples, 9.38,
400 Ibs. salt pork, 50 ; 250 lbs. ham, 85, .........

$2 85
12 388
85 00

450 lbs.—, 86; 150 bu. potatoes, 75; 1 bbl. cider, 3, 114 00
1 bbl. vinegar, 4; garden sauce, 1.50 ; 4 bbls. soap, 14, 19 50
2 bbls. apples, 6; 38 galls. pickles, 1; 35 lbs. butter, 7, 14 00

400 lbs. cheese, 56; 40 Ibs. candles, 6.40; 10 lbs. sug. 1, 63 40
7 bu. white beans, 10.50; 8 bu. colored beans, 4,.... 14 50
8 lb. saleratus, .56; 10 lb. tobacco, 1.80; 12 1b. tea, 3.96, 6 32
60 lbs. lard, 9.60; 21 prs. feeting, 6.30; 16 yds. cloth, 18 78
5 lbs. rolls, 2.50; 10 lbs. brown sugar, .85,..... es.
BBS

|

$1.234 08

Pauper Establishment, Dr.
1857.

“Marohst.:

To real estate, . oi.) kre conceit $2.200 00
hay, stock and provisions,.. 1.237 39
tools andfurniture,........

225 00

interest on real estate, ....

132 00

cash in Agent’s hands, ....

Agent’s compensation,.....

22 15

220 00

$4.086 54

Pauper Establishment,
1858.

Cr.

March 1. By real estate, ...... $2.200 00
hay, stock, and provisions, 1.234 08
tools, and furniture,.....
230 00
cash in Agent’s hands,...
oT
——— $3.664 45
Balance against the establishment, ........
$372 09

$4.036 54
Average number of paupers supported the past year,....16
AMOS

FRYE,

GEORGE W. CURRIER,
RUFUS P. COPPS,
Hopkinton, Feb. 27, 1858.

Selectmen

of
Hopkinton.
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AUDITORS’ REPORT,
The subscribers, who were chosen a committee to audit and
settle the Treasurer’s account, have attended to that service,
and he has exhibited the following accounts which they have
examined, to wit:
Dr. The Town of Hopkinton in account with
Isaac D. Merrit, Town Treasurer, Cr.

Ist.

A tax account wherein they find the Treasurer
charged with taxes assessed for the year
1857, and committed to Ira A. Putney,
Collector, to wit:
PS SR en
a Les xa
Non-Resident Tax,..........0%
School house tax, Dist. No. 10,

$4.661 80
177 31
58 39
————

Which is accounted for as follows:
Cash receivel of Collector and
carried to cash account,..... $3.274 67
State tax, paid State Treasurer,..
413 00
County tax, paid Co. Treasurer,...
1.151 44
Sch. house tax, paid Dist. No. 10,
58 39
———._
2d. An account of Literary Fund, in which they
find him charged with securities on hand
as by settlement of Feb. 26th,
189728... ORR ar $2.609 55

$4.897 50

$4.897 50

Cash in the treasury, as by settlement of Feb. 26th, 1857,....
Cash received as interest on securities and carried to cash account,

70 48
200 58

———-_

$2.880 61

Which is accounted for as follows : ~
Securities on hand Feb. 26, 1858,
amounting tO. rere Levececs $2.3801 25
- Cash received as interest on securities and carried. to cashaceount,
200 58
Cash collected as principal and carried to cash account,..........
20000
Cash in the treasury, .........06.
178 78
$2.880 61

20
3d.

An

account of the Legacy bequeathed the
town of Hopkinton, by Dr. HE. Lerned, de-_
ceased, in which they find him charged
with securities on hand, as by settlement
_ of Feb. 26, 1857, amounting to $496 00
Cash in the treasury, Feb. 26, 1857,
4 00
Cash received as interest on securities, and carried to cash account,
57 21

$557 21

Which is accounted for as follows:

Securities on hand Feb. 26, 1858,
amounting to,...... fayale starving $436 00
Cash received as interest on securi-

4th.

ties, and carried to cash account,

57 21

Cash in the treasury, Feb. 26,1858,

64 00

An account of cash which they find said
Treasurer, charged as follows :
Cash in the treasury, as by settlement of Feb.

S557 21

26, 1857, amounting to....... $170 60
Cash received of Collector for 1857, 8.833 06

Cash received as interest on Literary

Fund securities and brought from
secuvity ‘acdounl, . c/s sisietele'e's died
Cash collected on Lit. Fund principal,
and bro’t from Lit. Fund account,
Cash received as interest on Lerned
legacy and bro’t from legacy ac’t,
Cash of S. D. Huntoon, Liquor ag’t,
G. L. Kimball, liquor agent,
selectmen, for tax abated,...
State Tr., 30th div. lit. fund,
selectmen, (Weare paup.ac’t)
old bridge plank,.......
Salisbury pauper account,
State, (railroad tax,)......
for use of town hall,.......
hired of Geo. Flanders,.......
L. W. Flanders,......

Isaac D. Merrill,.....
G. W. Currier,.. ...
Which is ‘accounted for as follows:

200 58
200 00

57 21
26 00
50 00
150

184
12
1
31
70

24
91
25
00
20

1
100
50
200
200

00
00
00

00
00

$4.889 55

21
Paid sundry orders drawn on the
Treasurer, amounting to, ......$4.784 51
Cash in the treasury, to balance,...
105 04
$4.889 55

We certify that we have examined the Treasurer’s accounts,
and find the same duly vouched and correctly cast, and the foregoing is a true statement thereof. ©

LEONARD NOYES,
S. SMITH PAGE, $ Auditors.
W. H. HARDY,
Hopkinton, Feb. 26, 1858.

AGENT’S REPORT

OF

THE PAUPER

ESTABLISHMENT.

The undersigned, Agent of the Pauper Establishment, makes the
following report :
Produce raised, §c., 1857.
16 tons of Eng. hay ; 20 tons meadow hay ; 4 tons of straw and corn .
fodder ; 105 bushels of corn; 25 bushels ears of corn of second
quality ;220 bushels of potatoes; 22 bushels wheat; 7 bu. oats ;
12 bu. beans. 800 lbs. squash; 10 cart loads pumpkins ; 50 bu.
turnips, 8 bu. peas; 5 bu. beets; 3 bu. carrots; 2 bu. parsnips ;
400 heads cabbage; 150 bu. apples; 5 bu. peas; 3 bu. cucumbers ; 1014 lbs. pork; 875 lbs. beef; 118 lbs. chickens ; 200 lbs.
mutton ; 350 lbs. butter ; 518 lbs. cheese.

Expenditures for Articles bought, $c.
1857.
Feb’y. To 24 lbs. flour, 1; 1 qt. oil, 81; 114 lbs. fish, .45,
2 galls. molasses, 1.24; 8 lbs. coffee, 1.50,
1 cow, 85; 1 shote, 11.50; 2 lbs. sugar, .24,

March. To boot between steers, 5; mending boots, .62,
25 Ibs. fish, .75 ; 1 qt. oil, .80; 1} lbs. snuff. .31,

1 76
274
46 74

5 62
1 36

1 wheelbarrow, 3.75 ; 15 yds. drilling, 2.10,
5 85
103 lbs. codfish, .51; 5 Ibs. nails, .25; 1 1b. wrt do.
86
April. To 5 lbs. sugar, .60; 1 Ib. coffee, .17; 1 lb. starch, 14, 91
1 pass book, and5 dys. work, 3.44 ; 17 lbs. sug. 2.04, 5 48
2 lbs. tea, 1.08; 1 pr. oxen, 155; 100 lbs. fish, 3, 159 08
24 lbs. tobacco. 5.52; 1 broom, .25 ; lot tin, .48,
6 25

15 yds. print, 1.65; 1 pr. shoes, .50; 20 lbs. seed,

5 55

4 bush. herds gr. seed, 2; 2 galls. molasses, 1.20,

3 20

+ lb. snuff, .06; 1 bu. salt, .565 ; 1 bu. potatoes, .67, 128

22
May. To cash paid for castrating pigs, .25; 2 lbs. tea, 1,
$1 25
1 lb. pepper, .17; 5 lbs. coffee, .70; 20 lbs. sugar, 3 27
3 lbs. saleratus, .24; gard. seeds, .35 ; 1 lb. tea, .83,
hoes, 1.16; 1 pr. ox-bows, 1; 1 bag salt, .25,
¢ash paid S. Johnson, .50; 1 box mustard, .17,

June. To + lb. snuff, .06 ; camphor and alcohol, .22,

68
2 41
67

28

1 roll braid, .08 ; 1 lb. batting, .10.

18

14 yds. lyonese, .50; 21 lbs. tea, 7; 1 hat, .25,

7 55

labor, 7; 1 hoe, .50; 1 bush. potatoes, .90,
1 cow, 30; 23 lbs. sugar, 2 galls. molasses, 4,06,

8 40
34 06

1 bag salt, 1.75; 2 prs. shoes, 2 ; + gro. matches, .14, 3 89

12 Ibs. coffee, 1.80 ; 5 Ibs. saleratus, .85; 3]b. snuff, 2 27
July. To 1 bag salt, 1.50 ; 2 scythes, 1.84,
3 84
1 grindstone, 3.25 ; 1 scythe, .83; 2 rifles, .15,
5 23
2 galls. molasses, 1.20 ; 2 rakes, .50 ; 2 Ibs. rice, .14, 1 84
1 bbl. flour, 9.75; 1 scythe snaith, .92,
10 97
1 kit mackerel, 1.67; 1 handkerchief, .12,
1 79
1 hank thread, .04; 1 fork steel, .25,
29
8 Ibs. rice, .56; 1 pitch-fork, 1; 1 1b. tobacco, .80, 1 86

Aug.

1 bag salt, .25; + lb. snuff, .06 ; 20-Ibs. sugar, 2.50, 2 81
.To 2 galls. molasses, 1.28 ; 21 Ibs. fish, .65, :
1 85
2 galls. Lin. oil, 1.80 ;, repairs on wagon, 3, .

4 80

31 lbs. fish, .95 ;1 plough, 4.75; 3 yds. cloth, 1.50, 7 20
'

Sept.
see

Oct.

To 1 bag salt, .25; 2 gallons vinegar, .25,
repairing strainer, .06; broom, and tin ware, .50,
paid 8. Johnson, .12 ; threshing wheat, 4,
threshing oats, .85 ; tacks, .08; 6 lbs. nails, .36,

6 Ibs. paint, .24; 1 lamb, 2.50; 10 yds. cloth, 1,
374
cassia, .25; thread, .17; 104 Ibs. sugar, 1.11,
1.53
10 lbs. tobacco, 2.80; labor at haying, 2,
4 80
2799 lbs. hay, 20.99 ; 80 bush. potatoes, 20.30,
41 29
i Ib. snuff, .06 ; 15 days’ labor at haying, 18.30
18 36
saw bill, 8.41 ; carding wool, 2 81; 1 doz. pipes, .06, 11 28

To 6 lbs. saleratus, .41; 4 lb. snuff, .06; 34 yds. ging.
112 yds. print, 1:17 ; 49 yds. sheeting, 2.90,

Nov.

50
56
412
79

88

407

1 heifer, 24.75 ; boot between oxen, 25; 1 bbl. flour, 58
8 lbs. sugar, .88; 2 galls. molasses, .42; 2 qts. oil, 1
labor, 2.67 ; snuff, .06.; nails, .20; matches, .15,
3
Tol pr. boots, 2.25 ; crackers, .25 ;} lb. nutmegs, .50, 3
1 lb. pimento, .20; 1 1b. pepper, .20 ;10 lbs. sal. .60, 1

75
90
08
00
00

16 lbs. coffee, 1.38; 8 yds. cot. cloth, .64,; lace, .50, 2 52

2 cider bbls. 1.75 ; repairing plough, 1.88; lime, 1,25, 4 88

Dec.

2 qts. oil, .60 ; crackers, .50 ; 9 lbs. sug. .99 ; raisins, 2 84
2 galls. molasses, .75 ;9 lbs. sug. 1.08; scythe, &c., 3 58
beef cow, 35 ; cow, 30; 17 lbs. sug. 1.79 ; snuff, .06, 66 85

To2 galls. molasses, .88 ; 2 bu. salt, 1; 3 lbs.rosin, .09,

1 97

1 qt. oil, .28; 10 lbs. lamb, 1.05; 10 lbs. veal, 1.25, 2 58

2 galls. molasses, .80 ; 2 qts. oil, .50 ; 1 bag salt, .25, 1 55

23
wicking, .18; snuff, .06 ; 4 bu. salt, 25; leather, 2.64, 3 13

making shoes, 3; shirting, 1.62 ; 4 bu. salt, .25,

4 87

Jan., 1858. To axe helves, .44; cleaning clock, .62; snuff, 06, 112

pasturing stock, 10.50 ; 17 Ibs. sug. 1.70 ; labor, 4, 16 20
2 galls. molasses, .70; snuff, .14; 8 lbs. potash, 1.80, 2 64
1 cow and heifer, 55 ; blacksmiths’ bills, 18.92,
73 92

7 bu. wheat, 14 ; 3 days’ labor, 1.30; 17 lbs. beef, 15 81
15 lbs. veal, 1.20 ; non-res. tax, 4.60; rennets, .67, 6 47
1495 lbs. beef, 11.60; boot bet. hogs, 7.50 ; rice, .86, 19 46

Feb.

To 1 lb. nails, .04; 1 bag salt, 1.50; 1 pr. shoes, 1,
2 54
144 Ibs. beef, 1.78 ; 2 qts. molasses, .25;iron pot, .75, 2 78
20 yds. denims,
3 60

$153 23

Receipts for Articles sold, &c.

1857.
Feb.

By cash in ag’ts hands, 22.15; 600 laths, 1.34, >

June,

By lab. of oxen, 1; butter, 10.22 ;sheep, 9 ; calf, 3.25,

Mar. By boot bet. calves, 3; 1 oak log, 3; 1 pr. oxen, 126,
April, By 3 calves, 17; 2 doz. eges, .28; 7 pigs, 21,

23 49

132 00
38 28
22 49

Sept. By 24 bu. turnips, .83 ; 44 bu. pears,7 ; 4 bu. beets, .25 10
12 prs. feeting, 5; 1 pumpkin, .12; tob. .30; trunk, 5
48 lbs. butter, 10.69 ;385 lbs. wool, 16.16; pelt, .50, 27
Oct. By 11 lambs, 29.25 ;2 calves, 8 ; 18 prs. feeting, 6.54, 43
5 pigs, 12.50; cow, 35; 5 sheep, 12.50; cow, 29, 89
Nov. By 6 doz. eggs, 1.08; pr. oxen, 125; chicken, 8.04, 134
making 20 bbls. cider, 8.40; 9 bbls. cider, 28,
36
Dec.

By 115 lbs. hides, 5.75; 1 cow, 50; 4 pigs, 8,

08
58
25
79
00
12
40

63 75

Feb., 1858. By cash, 1.75; boot bet. oxen, 52.50 ; heifer, 25, 79 25
odds bet. oxen, 32.50; 2 pelts, 1; 34 yds. denims, 34 09
9 lbs. wool, 3.78 ; 2 lambs, 5; chickens. 2.16 ; butter, 14 03

id

Receipts exceed Expenditures,

-

-

-

$0.37

$7538 60

RUFUS SAWYER, Agent.

REPORT
OF

SUPERINTENDING

THE

SCHOOL

COMMITTEE.

In presenting to our fellow citizens the annual report of the condition

of our public schools, we are gratified in being able to say that in
many respects, our schools have been very successful during the past
ear.
: There has been a good degree of care manifested on the part of
Prudential Committees in the selection of teachers, in many cases retaining persons who had proved by successful experiment in former
terms their adaptedness to the character of the schools they have been
employed to teach. In most cases this continuation of teachers from
term to term has proved for the highest advantage to our schools, and
this practice, where a teacher maintains his interest in his school and
the confidence and respect of his scholars, cannot be to highly recommended. A majority of our Prudential Committees seem to consider
their duty to consist only in employing and paying their teachers,
without rendering them farther support or assistance, or evincing further
interest in relation to their schools, neglecting in some instances to
notify the Superintending Qommittee of the commencement of their
schools, and give them such other information as is necessary

to the

proper discharge of their duties which the law especially requires.
The teachers employed in our schools the past year, with a few exceptions, have been well qualified and efficient, and have taught with
commendable success. Though there has been partial failures in a
few of our schools, yet the causes generally are traceable to circumstances and influences beyond the teacher’s control. Instances have
occured where experienced teachers, who have established a high reputation as instructors, and who have

succeeded

well in some of our

larger schools, have partially failed on a change of location. This
failure occuring in consequence of not following the same method of
governing or teaching as practiced by some favorite predecessor, or in
conscientiously differing with a majority of the district upon some particular subject, or perhaps of not being able to reconcile all the dissentions in the district, or the contending interests in the school. We
would say to the citizens of those districts that they may never expect
to be highly successful in their schools until they can rise above such
prejudices and whims, and sustain their teachers in their efforts to
govern and instruct their scholars.
Our schools can never become of the highest use until the attention

25
of parents and teachers is directed more to the moral culture of our
outh in a nearer proportion to that of the intellectual. At present
the height of a teacher’s duties appears to be the intelectual devellopment of the pupil only, and they are called the most successful instructors whose schools show the most rigid discipline, and the greatest advancement in the studies pursued, though these may have been attained at the expense of the kind affections of the scholar. Many of our
parents and teachers seem to forget that the child has moral qualities
of mind, which equally demand culture with intellectual and which
are subject to like laws, and demanding a like discipline, and are
equally susceptible to external influences, and equally provided with
truths for their orderly sustenance and growth. In following out the
laws of intellectual development, we teach the child the most simple
elementary principles of science, and follow with high principles aa the
mind is brought to a capacity to receive them, enforcing them by demonstrations and practical illustrations. Thus the rational faculties,
commencing with the A B O of the sciences grow, unfold and expand
until they are capable of comprehending their most sublime laws.
And can we believe that the highest principles of our nature are
capable of a less sure, orderly and eminent attainment, or are less deserving of the attention and efforts of parents and teachers? We
think not. For unfortunate indeed is that parent whose child returns
to him at the close of school education, cultivated in intellect,
but de-

raved and low in moral sentiment and practice.
In following the law of moral development, then, the parent and
teacher should remember that the will bears the same relation to the
affections as the understanding does to truth, and instead of attempting to subdue it to the obedience of arbitrary commands, should cultivate in it a love of goodness,
and all restraints should be adapted to
this purpose. Forevery truth unfolded to the understanding, a corresponding affection should be cultivated in the will to govern it in its
orderly use.
PSY

For the growth of the moral principles there are moral truths which
should be inculeated by the teacher. These truths are the laws of
right, justice and benevolence,
and in the complex are contained in
the Ten Commandments, which is the basis of all moral truth, and the

only rule for an orderly and successful life, and should be constantly
unfolded to and enforced upon the mind of the child as it becomes of
a capacity to understand, love and practice them. ‘Teachers should
demonstrate these principles by their kindness, gentleness, moderation
and equity, and by their example should illustrate to their pupils the
power of moral principles over evil passions, and their influence in
promoting true greatness and true happiness. Thus by regarding and
aiming alike at the moral and intellectual culture of our children, and
following the laws of true development, our schools will be of the
highest use, and our children a value as well as an ornament to
society.
A multiplicity of text books by different authors have been crowded
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into our schools, which is very detrimental to their interest, increasing
the number of classes, thereby adding to the teacher’s labors, and very

much retarding the advancement of our scholars. From this cause
there are three classes in Reading where there should have been
but one, and five classes in Geography where there should have
been but two, wholly preventing the possibility of giving proper time
to the recitation. Any one of these text books is preferable to the
whole of them, and it is very desirable for the better classification and
improvement of our schools, that some exchanges should be made
which can be done without much cost to the parents.
We would call the attention of our citizens to the subject of Writing
as taught in our schools. The style of penmanship and manner of
instruction as practiced in our schools, are as various as the number of
teachers employed. Many instructors paying butlittle atttention to this
important branch of education, and teaching it without order or su c
cess, making it seldom that we find scholars who write a neat and legi-

ble hand. We would recommend that some system of writing may be
introduced into our schools. Of the systems that have claimed the
attention of the public, none that we have examined seems to us so well
adapted to the purpose intended, as that published by James McCoy
Esq., a practical teacher of writing in the public schools in Lowell,
Mass., and we would recommend it to the notice of our citizens.

In our Report of March 1857, we refered to many of the evils ex-

isting to the injury of our schools, some of which still demand the
attention of our ¢itizens.

In our detailed Report we have given a concise account of the condition of our schools as we found them, which with the forgoing remarks we respectfully submit.
|
District No. 1. Summer Term. .Soruta T. Curry, Teacher.
This was Miss Curry’s first term of teaching in town. She came well
recommended for success in teaching. Being of a mild and kind
temperament, her government was well calculated to ensure success
and render her services of much profit to her pupils. At the closing
examination there was a manifest improvement in the deportment of
the scholars. The reading classes exhibited a very good degree of advancement ; while those in the other branches pursued, reviewed in a

manner highly creditable to scholars and teacher.
Winter Term. Ep. T, Rowztt, Teacher. The appearance of this
school was not so satisfactory at our first and last examinations as we
could wish, either as being conducive to thorough or rapid progress;
believing as we do, that quiet and order are heaven’s first great laws,
and that any teacher, who fails to have an orderly and a reasonably
quiet room need not expect scholars to make excellent profficiency in
the studies pursued. Some of the classes reviewed commendably,
while in others, improvement was hardly perceptible. The writingbooks, twenty-eight in number, were very neat, with good improvement.
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Dist. No. 2.

Summer Term.

Eniza A. Harpy, Teacher.

There

is no district in town where a teacher meets with a more cordial supposs from the parents than in this, thereby rendering the teacher’s
abors agreeable and pleasant, and ensuring to the school a continued
and high degree of success. Under Miss H.’s instruction, the school
fully sustained the high reputation which it has so long enjoyed. The
review was highly interesting, and showed excellent improvement.
Compositions were read at the close of the examination which evinced
an intellectual and moral culture erdditable to the scholars. Miss H.
is one of our best qualified and efficient teachers, and adapting her
method of instruction and discipline to the character of her pupils,
she cannot fail of being successful in any school.
Winter Term. Guo. W. Prurce,.Teacher. This is the second
term of Mr. Pierce’s connection with this school as teacher, and by
the able and efficient manner in which he has governed and instructed
his pupils, and the persevering interest, and continued and assiduous
efforts for their improvement seems to have gained their respectful at- |
tention and to instil in them a zealous and laudable

ambition for ad-

vancement. At the closing examination we found the house well filled
with the citizens of the district, who appeared pleased with the exercises in which the scholars showed a clear and practical understanding.
To the citizens of this district belongs the honor of paying more visits
to the school-room than has been recorded in the teachers report of
any of the schools in town.
Dist. No. 8.

Summer Term.

Otutve W. Rano, Teacher.

This

school met our approbation in the highest sense of the term. This was
Miss Rand’s second trial in this school. She won the confidence of
her scholars and in so doing good was accomplished ; for where this is
gained, it is rarely, if ever, that we fail of finding good progress. Miss
R. is mild, gentle and accomplished as a teacher.
Winter Term.

TEiruan A. Currier, Teacher.

most advanced school in town,

We find this the

In addition to the common school

studies, several of the higher branches of English education have been

profitably and” successfully pursued.

The. school generally manifest

an interest in their studies, and a desire for improvement, which is
highly laudable, and under almost any circumstances this school with
its present scholars will appear to good advantage. Mr. C. appeared
well qualified to teach and was quite successful, in many respects, in
this school, though failing to maintain a system of discipline suited to

the character ofapart of his scholars his efforts were not so beneficial
to the district as they otherwise would have been. ‘The citizens of
this district are wide awake

to the interest of their school, and the

education of their scholars, which they show by their visits to the
school-room, the support of their teachers, and their liberal contributions for private schools.
Dist. No. 4. Summer Term.
Lavinta P. Weexs, Teacher.

We cannot speak so favorably of this school as we would like.

There
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was a fair advancement made by most of the larger scholars, yet the
small ones made little or no progress. We think the one great cause
of failure on the part of a portion of the school, was owing to a looses
ness of discipline, which is a cause, a great cause of poor schools. We
think Miss W. would do better in her future undertakings to cultivate
a more rigid government.
}
|
Winter

Term.

Joun

F. Currrer, Teacher.

This school was

taught with very good success. Although Mr. C. entered this school
without experience in teaching, he succeeded well in maintaining discipline, and cultivating in his pupils a love of order and system in all
their school exercises. The review of the several classes evinced close
application, and a correct understanding of the studies pursued. The
favorable results of this school highly recommends Mr. Currier as a
teacher.
Dist. No. 5.

Winter Term.

No Summer

Term.

Assy H. Kimpatt, Teacher.

This district was

very fortunate in having the same teacher they had last year, thereby
making a saving of at least two weeks of the first of the school, which
would have been taken up in becoming acquainted with each other,
had teacher and scholars been strangers. We think the result of Miss
Kimball’s acquaintance with the scholars was clearly manifest in the
closing examination. The classes in this school at our last visit indi- .
cated as thorough and understanding progress, if not so rapid, as is
found in some other schools in town, very praiseworthy to scholars and
teachers.
Dist. No. 6. Summer and Winter Terms. Assy H. Kimpatt,
Teacher.

.A constant change of teachers is an impediment very de-

leterious to any school; while on the contrary the continuous services
of a faithful and efficient teacher are a sure medium of prosperity. In
this latter respect this district has been very fortunate, having had
their school, both summer

and winter, under the care of the

same

teacher. Miss Kimball’s experience and tact in teaching were brought
to bear on this school, and operated very favorably fur the good advancement of the scholars. The last examination of the summer
school was satisfactory, while that of the winter term was highly creditable to all concerned.
Dist. No. 7. Summer Term. Lt1zztn MoCurpy, Teacher. Our
reception by the teacher at our first visit to this school was cool and
reserved, which may be accounted for, from the fact that there are

those in this district, whose influence was brought to bear on the
teacher, who care more for the gratification of their own wills than for
the peace of the district, or the reputation of a stranger. This school
was the shortest the district have had for many years. The close of
the school was very unexpected to the teacher; yet the review of the
several classes exhibited much and thorough study on the part of
the scholars, and extraordinary teaching. The exercises were inter-

spersed with declamations of an interesting character.

The school-
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room was tastefully decorated with evergreen, which, with the courteousness of the teacher, and good deportment of ihe pupils, rendered
the final examination pleasing and agreeable. Miss McC. is one of
our best teachers.
Winter

Term.

this school with
and did govern
duced the most
practical kind,

James

M. Burnuam, Teacher.

Mr. B. entered

common sense principles uppermost,
and was governed
the school by those principles in a manner that prohappy results. His teaching was of that thorough,
that enabled each pupil to reproduce what they had

learned without extraneous assistance.

The examination of the several

classes was very satisfactory to the Committee, and highly creditable
to the scholars. Mr. B. fully sustained his former reputation as a
successful, energetic and faithful teacher. The ‘remarks made by
those present at the examination, are worthy of the consideration of
the district.
Dist. No. 8.

Summer

Term.

Eiza

T. Rann, Teacher.

At

our second yisit to this school we found the room very neatly and
tastefully decorated with evergreen, which, with the number of the
members of the district present, was indicative of the friendly feeling
existing between the parents, scholars and teacher, so indispensable to

excellent success.

The review of the several classes was gratifying

to the Committee, and honorable
to the pupils.

Miss Rand’s labors

have been useful to this school in an eminent degree, and she has

fully sustained her former reputation as a good teacher.
Winter Term. Ottve W. Rann, Teacher. Miss Rand’s prospects

on entering this. school wére favorable to good results; yet by the
scholars taking advantage of her mild and easy method of discipline,
and the parents not heartily sustaining her, the advantages of this
term were comparatively small. Some of the classes reviewed well,
while others exhibited little or no improvement. This district would
find it for their profit to be more watchful in future as to the conduct
of their scholars. while in school.
Dist. No.

No Summer Term.

Winter Term. Cuarues Govurp, Teacher. This school under
Mr Gould’s instruction appeared perfectly harmonious. The exercises
during our final visit were very pleasing, entertaining and alike ereditable to the pupils and teacher, plainly showing there had been much
work done during the term to make their knowledge of a practical
fature.

This

district,

through

their

Prudential

Committee,

have

acted wiscly in procuring the same teacher for successive terms.
Dist. No. 10.
Summer Term.
Heten J. Santry, Teacher.
This school numbers more scholars than any other in town; yet notwithstanding the numbers, the energy and experience of the teacher
was @ sure guarantee for its rapid advancement and highest success.
Miss Stanly labored with untiring vigilance for the interest of her
scholars, accomplishing the most pleasing results. The several classes
evigced a healthy state of mental and moral culture. We can say
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truthfully, that Miss Stanly more than sustained her former high reputation as an eminent teacher.
.
Winter Term. Tuomas B. Ricwarpson, Teacher. Many of the
scholars in this school are very young, which is a great hindrance to
having a still, quiet school; yet at our final visit it appeared remarkably well and orderly. The review of the several classes indicated a
thoroughness in the text books, and that much practical oral instruetion had been given during the term. We regret very much to find
so little instruction given in our public schools of a practical, everyday
nature that is needed to fit the rising generation for the active duties
of life. Mr. R.’s success in this school is a strong recommendation
to the public as being an able, efficient and thorough teacher.
Dist.

No. 11.

Summer

Term.

We expected Miss Sanborn would
our expectations, so. much so, that
school. Miss Sanborn is very easy
will become an eminent teacher.

Lovriita

Sanzorn,

Teacher.

partially fail, but she far excceded
in our opinion it was a profitable
in the school room, and eventually
=

Winter Term. Trueman J. Perry, Teacher.
We had hoped
that this school might have continued in that prosperous condition in
which it was in the summer}; but in our opinion it was otherwise. Mr.
P. entered this school with wrong ideas of its character

and wants,

exercising a stern and abrupt discipline we think uncalled for.

He

had good order in his school, but the manner in which it was main- ’

tained was. neither pleasing nor commendable.

There was a good

degree of proficiency manifested by a few of the smaller scholars, but,
as a whole, it failed of beinga profitable term. The writing-books

were called for, but we were denied the privilege of seeing them,
therefore we are not able to say with regard to the proficiency made in
chirography. Our treatment in the school-room was remarkably cool
isi tas
for the season.
SRN)
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Disr. No. 12.

No Summer Term.

Winter Term.

Guo. A. Eastman, Teacher.

This school has been

in session but a few weeks and has been visited only at the commencement, therefore we cannot speak of the improvement. At the time of
our visit the indications were favorable for a profitable term.
Dist.

No. 13.

SuwmmerTerm.

©Hetzn

M: Cuase, Teacher.

This is one of those medium sized schools, which we have, where the
scholars go to school to learn, thereby rendering the labors of the
teacher a pleasure, rather than a task. All of the classes in reading
made good improvement. “The examination in the other branches was

prompt and very commendable to all interested. Miss Chase’s manner of governing a school was admirably adapted to the wants and
dispositions of the pupils in this school, thereby rendering her contection with it preéminently beneficial.
¢
Winter

Term.

Louisa

C. Werks,

Teacher.

Previous

to the

commencement of the public school in this district, Miss W. taught a
private school of four weeks, at which most of the scholars in theadis
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trict attended, immediately subsequent she taught the winter school of
eleven weeks, giving the scholars of this district the advantage of
fifteen weeks schooling at this term, in which they made excellent
progress. Miss W. has acquired a high reputation as a teacher, which
she fully sustained here. In the government of her school she was
decidedly firm but persuasive, carrying an air of authority in her re_ quirements, yet winning the love and confidence of her scholars by
her gentle manners, and kind, persevering attention for their improvement. Her efforts met the approval of every person in the district,
from whom she received a cordial codperation.
Dist.

No.

14.

Summer

Term.

Grorara

Curry,

Teacher.

Owing to some misunderstanding on the part of the Committee, this.
school was not visited until the third week

of its session, when

we

found it in a very pleasing condition. This school is small, yet of a
character to test the abilityof a teacher to govern and instruct, in
which Miss ©. proved herself competent for the task. The closing
examination
showed a very good improvement had been made in the

school, and we think the result highly creditable to teacher and

scholars.
-
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pe

|

|

_. Winter Term. Extn M, Frencn, Teacher. Miss F. is eminent
in her acquirements for the school-room, and her method of elucidating
and illustrating the different branches pursued in our common schools
fits her well for that important position in*’community. Her success in
this school was not extraordinary good, which may be accounted for
by the fact that a difference
of opinion exists in the district in the
management of their school affairs. The pupils who rendered implicit obedience, made a very good progress, whilst those who did not,
remained stationary, as is the case generally.
Dist.

No. 15.

Summer

Term.

Ann Smart,

Teacher.

This

school was one of the most pleasing and entertaining that we have
had the privilege of visiting the past year. Miss 8. is perfectly at
home in the midst of her pupils. Her discipline was mild, but decided, and well calculated to secure order, attention and interest on
the part of the apa
The critical examination at the close of the

term was well sustained by the pupils, and indicated a thoroughness
not
often witnessed in the common school. ‘Teacher and scholars are
deserving of much commendation.
Winter Term.
Ann Smarr and Anoeria C. Hawrnorne,
Teachers. ‘This term was commenced by Miss S. and continued
seven weeks, when she left
on account of ill health, leaving the same
impress upon the school asin thesummer. Miss H. succeeded, taking
the school as Miss 8S. left it, without making any innovations on the
former arrangements, thus continuing the school unbroken’ to the
clo
Miss H. fully sustained her reputation of an efficient teacher.
The review of the several classes was praiseworthy to the scholars in
sper
degree. The number of visitors present might be taken

f of the profitableness of this term of schooling.

e2
Dist. No. 16.

Summer Term,

Etiza T. Ranv, Teacher.

R. merits the praise of being one of our best teachers.
in the school-room, yet forcible

Miss

She is mild

and ambitious, decided, though not

austere. ‘The proficiency made, in all the branches pursued was
good.
Winter Term. Many R. Situ, Teacher. In no school that we
have visited the past year have we found a more useful system than
was maintained here. The teacher appeared truly zealous in her vocation, and seemed to impart life and energy to all around her. The
examination showed as much improvement as we have found in any
school that we have visited. The regular, punctual attendance of the
scholars is deserving of notice, which, we find from the teacher’s re“port, is much better than is found in a majority of our schools.
Dist. No. 17.

Summer

Term.

Joserutne B. Curry, Teacher.

The appearance of this school, at its close, was highly pleasing. The
teacher had evidently labored industriously and perseveringly for the
advancement of her scholars, and we take pleasure in saying that success crowned her efforts. Her gentle and pleasant
way of governing,

and her easy and affable manner
of communicating

with her scholars,

was well adapted to the characterof her pupils, and

rendered

the

school-room pleasant and enticing. In the examination we proposed
to the classes many questions involving
the principles in the studies
pursued, to which in most instances they gave a prompt and under-

standitip replys:
yr
youre
‘saigaanas
os
)
Winter Term. Darwin C. Buancuarp, Teacher. The progress
made in this school was thorough and rapid. Mr. B. is well qualified
for an instructor. His dignified and gentlemanly deportment, his
earnest and continued efforts for the advancement of his pupils, and
his lucid and attractive manner of illustrating those branches he is
called to teach, render his services not only eminently profitable, but

his school attractive and agreeable. He appears to labor as much to
cultivate the kind affections of his scholars as for the development of
their intellects, a department of education in which a majority of

teachers fail. This is the second term that Mr. B. has taught this
school, and we recommend to the district that his connection with it

may be continued.
.
baal
Dist. No, 18. No Summer Term.
Winter Term. ‘Martin V. B. Dow, Teacher. ‘This district,
owing to its location, has very few scholars, and consequently only a
small share of the public funds, barely sufficient, with a low priced

teacher, to give their scholars some eight or ten weeks schooling for

the year. ‘The improvement made by these scholars compares fayorably with any other school in town. Mr. D. has’ labored diligently
and profitably for the good of his pupils, and by experience,
be.
come one of our best teachers.
Dist.

No.

19.

Summer

Term.

Ottve

A.

ALLEN;

T ;

The scholars composing this school were all quite young, req

er

a

83

.yal

teacher with ability for governing and aptness for imparting elementary instruction, for which this teacher appeared well qualified. The
recitations in mental arithmetic and primary geography indicated a
very good improvement. The review in reading and spelling was very
creditable to the school.
Winter Term. Wm. Harvuy, Teacher. In this school we find
a greater difference in the proficiency of the scholars than we find in
our schools generally. Though there are some very good scholars
here, the school as a whole is not so well advanced as a majority of
schoolsin town. This condition of the school results chiefly from the
irregular attendance and_want of punctuality on the part of the scholars, for which the parenf®ihore than any one else are accountable.

,

an

No teacher can be of emir
srvice to this, di
state of things exists.
Mi
$
oné~of
faithful instructors, and greaty

:

s this

which was made by thessoho!
Dist. No. 20. Sums
There is butlittlein
this dis

ad

in behalf of.ee f.

b

to

arent

nd citizens: of

This. rh of ourteen

received only two visits besid hose ade by dia
+
in actae :
teacher, iin her report, remarks, that thiswant, of
tnterést
ismat

>

in
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the deportment and inattention exhibited

F. labored untiringly for the improvement
to animate her pupils with a desire for ady
schodi-room. ‘The final emmiriggon shamed
iss usally found in’ this school.
beh

_ Winter Term.

weeks

by the

of her
i pment; itd
better ‘ada
Ws &

a

Maxcom D. ‘Teka cuaiecher

“in town where the labors of an experienced and efficie
so much needed as in this,as.his success seems to depend
" upop his energy and ability togovern, and excite in these scholars au
i
n their studies, independently of, 2 influence. Mr. H.
s faithful in his endeavors to improve thdSC
me i wanting expe_-* riende, he was not so successful here as he might 4ave been in a school
ifferent character,
His manner of govern nt was gentle and
majority of his .
ive, and appeared to gain the respect: of
ut not decided enough for the whole..
Commendable imnt was shown ih the elder classes, while in the younger the
improvement was not so Visible.
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Dir. No. 21.

Summe bank Winter Terms.

Mauata

EF. Rano,

Teachers The summer and winter terms were taught by the same
teacher. Hach termewas enipe weeks
in length, daring which the
seh
made a
fair progres in Neatbention = The
character of some
of t
scholars fequires a eacher endowed with more than a common
shar
energy a? perseverance, which Miss R. seems to possess.
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Her maongetent bf this-school was satisfuctory to the Committee, and —«
to a majority fithedistrict, and indicate her ability as a teacher.
Gor

was,

+9,

ISAAC STORY,

Superintending

B. G. HOWE, .

Committee.

CHARLES GOULD, $
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